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1 Introduction
The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) is an autonomous body established by the University Grants
Commission (UGC) of India to assess and accredit institutions of Higher education in the country. It is an outcome of the
recommendations of the National Policy in Education (1986) which laid special emphasis on upholding the quality of higher
education in India. To address the issues of quality, the National Policy on Education (1986) and the Programme of Action
(POA-1992) advocated the establishment of an independent national accreditation body. Consequently, the University
Grants Commission established the NAAC in 1994 under its Act 12 CCC, as an autonomous body with its headquarters at
Bengaluru.
The National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC), as a premier Quality Assurance Agency, has always been
responsive to the ever-changing higher education scenario as well as stakeholders’ requirement.

Main objectives of NAAC


Assess and Accredit institutions of higher learning



Stimulate the academic environment and quality of teaching and research in accredited institutions



Generate awareness of quality in education



To embed self-assessment in the quality culture of the institution.



Share information on successful quality strategies



Encourage innovations, self evaluations and accountability in higher education.



Help institutions to achieve self-actualization on institutional strengths and weaknesses.



Focus on improvement of quality.



Promote necessary changes, innovations and reforms in all aspects of the institution for excellence.

NAAC has formulated its mission and goals in consonance with the global trends in assessment and accreditation of higher
education institutions. The mandate of NAAC is formulated in its Memorandum of Association.

Functions of NAAC
NAAC is entrusted with the primary function of assessing and accrediting higher education institutions of the country. It
entails the following:


Provide guidance to institutions for preparing their self-study Reports (SSRs)



Preparing in-house pre-visit documents for the perusal of assessors.



Assessing and accrediting institutions



Coordinating the ‘on-site’ visit to its effective completion.



Evolving appropriate instruments of accreditation strategies.



Identifying, enlisting and creating a pool of efficient assessors.



Providing appropriate training to assessors.

For more information please visit website at naac.gov.in
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2 Purpose and Objectives of the RFP
NAAC is in the process of migrating the online applications to be hosted on a private cloud which is owned and operated by
an Indian business entity and gives a guarantee that the data is always located on servers located in Indian Territory.
2.1

Cloud Architecture and Business Model

NAAC enterprise IT architecture includes four major components viz.,
1) NAAC Web Site (www.nacc.gov.in)
2) OAA – Online Assessment & Accreditation System (assessmentonline.naac.gov.in)
3) Analytics platform – Performance metric analysis and operational process analysis using HEI performance data
warehouse and data marts, and customized reporting tool
4) Document repository – Document Management System and Repository of Historical A&A documents
6) BTR platform – build a version with new features, test features & functions using validation test suite, and release new
version of OAA system on the target cloud
The NAAC web site is currently hosted on the NIC cloud and the Analytics, Document Repository, and analytics services
are planned to be hosted on NAAC on-premise servers. NAAC plans to host the Online Assessment & Accreditation
services from best of the breed cloud services provider who can guarantee the regulatory requirements to host the services
linked to the URL assessmentonline.naac.gov.in.
NAAC is utilizing the IaaS services from NIC to host its Web Site. Similarly, NAAC would like to hire an IaaS provider to
host its Online Assessment and Accreditation Services. NAAC assumes under IaaS the cloud service provider supports the
following:
1.

Managed infrastructure services and scalability based on demand -- covering load balancers, firewalls, application
servers, database servers, documentservers, storage servers, the communication network, uninterrupted power
requirements and requisite premise requirements

2.

Integrate with NAAC ADMS services (which may include 3 rd party software service providers in addition to
technical staff from NAAC) in fulfillment or provisioning the services, service assurance as per SLAs, and support
services. IaaS provider to facilitate easy to use intuitive anywhere anytime application monitoring tools for NAAC
IT team.

3.

NAAC assumes the following services come bundled with IaaS services viz., anti-virus protection, network
security, data security, performance, scalability and high availability of servers and storage as per the business
model, data backup and restore services, disaster recovery services, data download services. IaaS should include –
anti-Virus protection fromevolving versions and ensuring the environment related patches are installed in time, and
an advisory which sends frequent alerts on the developments to keep the applications secure from threats.

4.

Comply with pre-determined service level agreements for guaranteed and uninterrupted operations for its online
services

The following diagram illustrates NAAC’s IT network components. NAAC on-premise systems themselves may in future
distribute across its offices. The scope of this RFP is limited to the IaaS services shown in yellow in the diagram below.
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The IaaS provider is expected to provide Virtualization, Network, Storage and Server platforms as per the requirements. The
service provider team will monitor the functions of these layers:
1) Network - security, high availability, automatic provisioning of bandwidth as per usage, monitoring health of network
devices and ports, data security
2) Virtualization – virtualization ensuring availability of resources as per the usage demand and ability to keep account of
the usage records
3) Storage – secure, robust and high speed storage devices (SSD) for file servers and data storage
4) Servers – 64-bit servers based
d on Intel architecture and are optimized for Linux operating environment
5) Basic services including uninterrupted power supply, anti
anti-virus
virus protection, incremental and device level backup and
restoration of data, Infrastructure management, scalability bas
based
ed on requirements / usage, disaster management, high
availability and guaranteed quality of service

2.2 NAAC Revised Accreditation Framework
NAAC believes in continuous improvement and is always on the look out to enhance the system and provide a better and
objective assessment to the Institutions of Higher Learning that use the accreditation system to enhance its competitive
advantage and also to comply with the governmental grants.
To this effect a new framework of evaluation has been put into place and th
this
is is being rolled out since last 2 years. A team of
experts from NAAC and external consultants have defined a new set of parameters that will be used in the evaluation
framework and they are broadly divided into quantitative and qualitative metrics for me
measurement
asurement of performance of an
institution. The quantitative metrics introduces objectivity, transparency and completeness to the performance measurement
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of a HEI. The weightages and benchmarks define the thrust areas and identify the best as well as below par performance
from the average performance. The metrics are grouped under 7 major perspectives called criteria which are in turn
subdivided into Key Indicators of performance of an Institution. Each Key Indicator is measured using both quantitative and
qualitative metrics.
Please refer to the SSR manuals published on the web site www.naac.gov.in for detailed description of the criteria, the key
indicators, the quantitative and the qualitative metrics, and the questi
questions
ons used to collect the data. The manuals also specify
the formulas used to compute the metric values from the data input by the Institutions. Institutions are also requested to
upload data for performing the Data Validation and Verification (DVV) in speci
specific
fic formats and the DVV templates are
described in detail in the SSR manuals for respective Institutions.
In addition, specification of quantitative metrics consists of the formula used to compute the metric value from the user
specified inputs. The benchmark
ark values used are scientifically determined based on the historical performance data and is
not revealed to the institutions to discourage data fudging and misleading the whole process of automating the assessment
and accreditation process.The following diagram details the structure of each scheme in terms of criteria, key indicators
andmetrics:

NAAC Online Assessment and Accreditation framework supports different schemes based on the institution category. The
following diagram illustrates the typical categories of institutions and corresponding assessment & accreditation schemes
supported by OAA:
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2.3 NAAC Assessment and Accreditation Processes
NAAC online assessment and accreditation system provides an easy and convenient method for HEIs of all types, and
located geographically
ally across India, to apply for NAAC assessment and get accredited in the fastest possible time. NAAC’s
objective is to accredit at least 2000 institutions in each year and position to scale up more to meet the increased demand.
NAAC has come up with an Online Assessment and Accreditation (OAA) process and a Revised Accreditation Framework
(RAF) consisting of both quantitative metrics and qualitative metrics for determining the quality of an institution.
OAA is dependent on collaboration and communication between various players participating in the process and is sensitive
to time based events, thus making it key for the solution to be highly available and persist across di
disasters
sasters with an ability to
recover from any outage within few hours. The system is expected to recover within the same day and give the HEIs time to
continue where they left of and complete their time sensitive submissions.
The users of OAA range from the Institutions, the assessors, the process coordinators, the public, and the governance
members. Such diverse and interactive usage of the system makes it mandatory that the quality of service is excellent both
in terms of guaranteed availability of the sservice and the speed of response for all types of users.
OAA solution consists of a set of online applications based on the role of the user in the process, as given below:
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1.

HEI (Higher Education Institution) Portal – are the primary users of the system and participate in almost all the
processes from submission of IIQA to Declaration of Result. HEIs can appeal for re-evaluation of their scores and
grade. Once accredited, HEIs will submit Annual Quality Assessment Report (AQAR).

2.

Assessor Portal – NAAC employs a peer review model where it sends a team of experts onsite to assess the HEI.
Assessors visit and perform onsite assessment based on the qualitative aspects of the Revised Accreditation
Framework (RAF). They submit PTR after evaluation and score the qualitative metrics.

3.

DVV (Data Validation and Verification) Partner Portal – DVV partners are responsible for SSR data validation and
verification submitted by HEIs. They review the HEI inputs with respect to the detailed data submitted using
NAAC templates and query the institutions and seek clarifications. HEIs are given an opportunity of a review and
correction mechanism for giving right SSR inputs for metrics in question. HEIs are allowed to submit right
documents in response to the queries which will help better evaluation of the HEI.

4.

Bibliometric Data Collection (BDC) Portal (for Inflibnet and the like) – Bibliometric data collection partners like
Inflibnet who help in providing inputs for bibliometric data such as publications, citations and h-index. They use
online databases like Scopus, Web Of Science, Indian Citation Index for providing the bibliometric data for each
HEI during last five years.

5.

Student Satisfaction Survey (SSS) Portal (for students) – HEIs submit student database during SSR submission for
survey purposes. OAA system allows the students to respond to a questionnaire on the Teaching and Learning
aspects. This is part of the evaluation of HEI from student’s perspective. The survey is conducted usually on a
sample survey and system intends to complete the survey process in pre-determined time.

6.

Operations and Admin Portal (for coordinators and process owners) – NAAC process coordinators and managers
monitor the process at various levels including HEI level, Overall Process Level right from IIQA submission to
Accreditation and Appeal. They support HEIs through a well defined Issue Management Process and resolve their
issues enabling a smoother implementation of the process.

7.

EC and Governance Portal (for NAAC governing bodies / committees) – NAAC has several governance
committees that are responsible for strategy and decision management. The governance committees include
General Council, Executive Council, Finance Committee, Standing Committee, Appeal Committee, Complaint
Committee etc.

8.

Logistics portal for the partner – Logistics partners perform the travel and stay arrangements based on the visit
details and itinerary from each assessor. They also settle submit the tickets and visit accounts online.

9.

System Administrator: ensures the system is configured as per the current policy guidelines and monitors the
performance and operation of the system and its interfaces

NAAC OAA system is designed for each HEI to complete the assessment and accreditation within 3 months and consists of
the following steps. An accredited institution can appeal for re-evaluation and come back for re-visit with the objective of
improving their performance. The end-to-end process is divided into core and support processes. Main processes are
implemented as a module using model, view and controller (MVC) architecture. The core processes of OAA system are:


IIQA (Institutional Information for Quality Assessment) submission – HEI submits IIQA with basic profile,
program and affiliation details. It involves online payment of IIQA fees and uploading of necessary proofs for
affiliation and SRA recognition.



IIQA Verification and Acceptance: NAAC validates and verifies the IIQA submitted by the HEI using and cross
verifies the claims using other sources such as AISHE data and WWW. Once accepted the HEI can go ahead and
fill up the SSR and submit online.
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SSR (Self-Study Report) submission – HEIs fill up the SSR which consists of several questions structured as per
the scheme relevant to the type of the Institution. Based on the inputs from the HEI the system shows the value for
each metric. HEIs are also asked to submit detailed documents according to NAAC templates. These documents
are used for validating and verifying the data inputs for each question. This method is employed to ensure each
metric is understood in the right perspective and the data is corrected. SSR submission includes submission of
student data for survey as per the NAAC template and online payment of 1st instalment of SSR fees.



Student Satisfaction Survey (SSS) for collecting the student survey responses – Student satisfaction survey ensures
30% of total students are sent the survey requests. The system gives pre-specified time to complete the process and
ensures the survey is extended to rest of the 70% if the response is not adequate.



Data Validation and Verification (DVV) process to ensure the SSR data inputs from HEI is accurate –Data
Validation and Verification process ensures a 3rd party analyst validates and verifies the data submitted by the
Institution. DVV uses the clarification process to ensure the data is correct and the right inputs are submitted for
performance evaluation.



Bibliometric Data Collection from the providers (like Inflibnet) for autonomous colleges and universities –
Bibliometric data collection from online databases is through a service provider like Inflibnet. Inflibnet enters the
data from various online database sources and also uploads the evidence for verification by individual HEIs. HEIs
use clarification process to raise queries and to verify the data from online databases (like Scopus, Web of Science
and Indian Citation Index)



Prequalification process after SSR updation due to DVV processes – Prequalification process ensures an Institution
qualifies for onsite visit and assessment based on Qualitative Metrics. An institution should get at least 30% of
overall possible score in Quantitative Metrics. The evaluation excludes the Student Satisfaction Survey and the
Bibliometric Data Metrics.



PTV scheduling – Peer Team Visit (PTV) is scheduled based on the 3 preferential dates selected by HEI and the
non-availability calendar set by the assessors and their profile information. The rules consist of primary rules and
optional secondary rules to select assessors based on subject, domicile, designation, academic performance, awards
and recognitions, and serving institution.



PTV Logistics – Logistics partner making the travel and stay arrangements based on the airport, railway station,
and hotel information by the Institution, and the preferred travel itinerary by the assessors. Logistics process
supports communicating the schedule, e-tickets, and settlement of visit expenditure.



Onsite Assessment – PT uses OAA system for preparing for the visit and submission of Peer Team Report (PTR) to
the Institution as well as NAAC. Peer Team will submit the Score Sheet for Qualitative Metrics enabling the
system to compute the overall grade and declare the result.



EC decision and Result Declaration – NAAC EC or SC will review the HEI metric data and grade sheet including
past performance data and approve the result and award the accreditation, or defer the decision until information is
verified or additional information is made available. The institutions that failed to qualify for the PT assessment
are also reviewed by EC and SC and approved for final communication to the HEI.



Appeal management – OAA system allows Institutions to appeal the decision of NAAC and consider for reevaluation within 30 days of declaration and communication of grade to HEIs. Appeal Committee follows a welldefined mechanism to review the demands and recommend to the EC after comments from Peer Team, HEI
clarifications, DVV clarifications, and AC reviews. AC can recommend change in score and / or re-visit and / or reevaluate the quantitative data to EC. EC will take a decision based on the AC recommendation for action to be
taken by NAAC EC convener or manager.
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Post Accreditation and AQAR submission – NAAC believes in continuous improvement and ensures accredited
institutions submit annual quality assurance report (AQAR). AQARs are reviewed for data completion and with
respect to Peer Team recommendations in the PTR and the performance in the quantitative metrics. Coordinator
will either accept the AQAR after review or request HEI to update the AQAR based on the suggestions. The
comments from the NAAC coordinator are available to HEI’s IQAC who in turn will edit the AQAR and resubmit
for acceptance.



Monitoring services for NAAC coordinators and process owners

NAAC online applications integrate with external services and systems to provide online payments and messages. Ability to
provide guaranteed services and proper recovery from exceptions enables thesystem to maintain consistent process state
during the workflow. OAA integrates with Payment gateway, E-mail gateway and SMS gateway to provide the following
features:
1.

Receive online payment from HEIs and to settle accounts with Logistics partners, DVV partners, Assessors and
HEIs

2.

Messaging and enterprise application integration for communicating alerts and notifications, reminders through
SMS, E-Mail mechanisms

NAAC OAA consists of multiple support services used during the assessment and accreditation process. The speed and
efficiency of the overall OAA processes is dependent on the performance of these support processes including:


Financial management system – Provides online payment to and from the stakeholders and integrates with
NAAC’s financial accounting package. The system provides payment verification, reconciliation processes and
reports. The online payment transactions are verified with the bank account statements on a daily basis and are
posted to NAAC’s financial accounting system. Finance is able to generate daily report on successful and failed
payment transactions, transactions credited as per the payment gateway, transactions credited as per the bank’s
account statement. The system also supports payment instructions to be generated and posted to the bank to settle
visit logistics to both logistics partners, peer team members, and settle balance of payments with HEIs.



Document management system – to provide storage, indexing and retrieval of documents uploaded by HEIs and
also the various documents generated by the OAA during the accreditation processes. The document workflow
itself is implemented outside the DMS. The legacy documents are migrated and indexed and are linked to the EC /
SC history since the inception of NAAC. DMS is integrated with the NAAC Web Site for loading and searching
for documents and for NAAC administrators through a document dashboard.



Assessor management – Enrolling assessors of reputation based on policies. System allows assessors from 2
streams viz., a) Registration through NAAC Web Site in response to online enrollment campaigns, and b)
Nominations of distinguished assessors by NAAC governingbodies and members. The system allows blacklisting
and deletion of assessors based on the feedback from HEIs and at the discretion of the director.



Training management – Scheduling and managing training programs to all stakeholders using online content and
contact program scheduling. This system enables AOP and orientation programs are managed through the system.
The system manages both the training content and the training program schedules and participants. Training
management module consists of – a) scheduling training programs with list of participants, b) content organization
consisting of loading, indexing and access to training content for each program, c) updating the status and profile
of Assessors, DVVs, and HEIs participating in the program. The training module does not provide live streaming
based content at this point of time. Training program allows the users to access the content even after the training is
complete.
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Issue Management System – Platform for monitoring of processes and resolving issues faced by various
stakeholders during the process execution. Users of OAA systems are provided support and issue resolution by
NAAC officers during the Assessment and Accreditation process. The issues are classified as Process, Technical
and Academic categories and are assigned to coordinators for guiding the institutions, assessors, and DVV partners.



Alert Management System – scheduled service to alert / notify / remind stakeholders at various process integration
points through E-mail messages, SMS messages and Dashboard notifications. OAA processes involve two types of
events messaging events for human process coordination and system events to orchestrate the process workflow.
Alert management is used to send notifications, alerts and reminders to HEIs, Assessors, Coordinators, DVV
partners, Logistics partners, and BDC partners to ensure timely coordination and intervention for smooth process
implementation.



Governance and decision management – NAAC has several councils for governance including general council
(GC), executive council (EC), Standing Committee (EC), Finance Committee (FC), Appeals Committee (AC), and
Complaints Committee (CC). The council members have access to the agenda for decision management as well as
general dashboards for monitoring the activities in progress at NAAC. The meetings module is used to facilitate the
meetings and recording the activities to be performed as per the decisions.



Policy and master data management (configuring policy rules by super admin)



System Admin services – OAA system provides a set of operations, admin, management and performance services
for configuring and monitoring the systems and processes.



Quality management system (to create and manage assessment schemes for different institution types) – Defining
and implementing a new assessment & accreditation scheme for a set of new Institutions like Health Sciences or to
launch a new version of the scheme. Create and manage RAF schemes with criteria, key indicators, metrics and
data collection questions and associated weightages, performance benchmarks, and formulas for computing the
metric values.



Identity and access management (using Laravel) – Create and manage roles, their authorization to access services
and data



MIS Reports and Dashboards – Reports and Dashboard services provide both static and dynamic reporting for
various stakeholders.

NAAC OAA system users monitor the activities continuously monitor the process dashboards in near real-time to ensure
timely intervention and correction during the accreditation process.
The online analytics applications need visualization of the operational and HEI performance data from various dimensions.
Data marts for different groups are created based on usage requirements. Quality management team needs statistical view of
how the system behaves for various weightages and benchmarks. The Analytical tools are used for visualizing the
performance of Institutions of higher learning. The OAA includes analytics component consisting of


ETL tools for building performance data warehouse for HEIs classified from different perspectives



Analytics on HEI performance and A&A operational process efficiency



Simulation tool for Performance simulations with various weightages and benchmarks, and tool calibration
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2.4 RFP Requirements
There is a need to add to both the storage capacity as well as number of applications as the system evolves. In addition,
there is a need to monitor the system continuously and tune the OAA processes as well as the RAF instrument. Ability to
continuously monitor the application performance and ability to dynamically change the parameters for better performance
for burst load conditions is mandatory. The system should be able to scale up gracefully when there is a burst of
accreditation activity and scale down gracefully when the demand for OAA comes down.
NAAC OAA conducts online student satisfaction survey for all the HEIs. The sample size could be as small as 100 for each
college to 100,000 for an open distance learning university. The load on the student survey service could widely vary and
the service provider should be able to provide the graceful scaling up and scaling down of resources to ensure price to
performance is optimal.
For this purpose, NAAC invites proposals from agencies that will help in hosting the Online Assessment and Accreditation
(OAA) Services in order to fulfil the objectives described. The Online monitoring of application health and expanding or
contracting the additional resources needed forenhanced services should not require additional contracts to be signed and
the service provider should give a guarantee that the required platform can be installed on the provided infrastructure.
The service provider has to identify a team to provide managed services for NAAC which is responsible for providing all
the services including application health and performance management, infrastructure management, security management,
support services including backup and restore, process management and deliverables in compliant with ITSM / ITIL
standards.
This Request for Proposal (RFP) specifically requests submissions from potential service providers who wish to
participateand provide details as below:


The Solution layers from services to infrastructure with detailed specifications including the basic IaaS services,
Disaster Management with details on recovery process and recovery time, Scalability with usage or demand for
resources, Performance characteristics of the solution, High Availability features of the infrastructure for
application, database and document management servers.



The bill of materials and the financial proposal



Value added services based on the services provided by NAAC to its users



The requisite experience in providing the Cloud Services.



Any experience working with academic or educational institutions in India



Solution for dynamic requirements from the perspective of security, performance, high availability, ease of
administration during the application management phase



Demonstrate innovative approach and integrate services offered by the cloud services platform which can value
add to the solution



The team that manages the NAAC account at each level of Steering Committee, Technical Committee, and
Project Team.

These are mandatory requirementsfor this RFP.
The services related to this RFP listed above are under a single contract for a period of 3 years with a review after an initial
period of 11 months. Inability to provide the requisite services or comply with processes may lead to termination of the
contract after this review. On satisfactory outcomes the service contract continues for the whole contract period of 3 years.
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3 Confidentiality
This RFP has been prepared by NAAC, and the services and data will be related to several institutions that apply to NAAC
for accreditation. It is therefore issued in consideration of the agreement to treat it as confidential and upon selection as a
potential service provider NAAC Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) may be executed and submitted by each individual
who is working on the project for the period of project duration and one year after the project end.
The information contained in this proposal and any related discussions or documents produced by NAAC or its Advisers are
confidential and proprietary information of NAAC. NAAC is not conveying any ownership to any party by disclosing this
information.
By accepting this document, the service provider agrees to hold this information in strict confidence and will not allow any
other person or entity to see / use the information, and it will not be used in any way other than for the preparation of the
requested proposal.
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4 RFP Instructions and Term
4.1 NAAC Contract
To foster a fair and equitable evaluation process, NAAC has designated a single point of contact for this RFP as detailed in
section 4.0 – this individual is the only personauthorized to communicate with service providers regarding the RFP process
and the Service providers shall not contact any other member of staff of NAAC or any other entity associated with NAAC.
Violation of this requirement may result in disqualification from this RFP.

4.2 Right of NAAC
NAAC reserves and may exercise one or more of the following rights and options regarding this RFP:


To accept or reject any and all responses to this RFP, or any portion thereof for any reason



To seek additional proposals, conduct negotiations and/or contract with one or more qualified Service providers



To cancel or withdraw this RFP at its sole discretion, without the substitution of another RFP, or to alter the terms and
conditions and evaluation criteria of this RFP



To conduct any checks and investigations as to the qualifications of each Service providers at any time prior to the
award of a contract



Proposal will be valid for 120 days from the RFP due date as detailed in section 4.0 of this RFP and may be extended
beyond that time by mutual agreement of the parties



Neither the receipt of any proposal nor failure to reject any proposal shall impose any legal obligation upon NAAC

4.3 No Guarantee
While it is NAAC’s intent to award a contract as a result of the RFP, NAAC does not guarantee that a contract will be
executed with the bidding service providers.

4.4 Costs for Preparation of Proposal
NAAC shall not be held liable for any costs incurred by any respondent for work performed in the preparation and the
production of the proposal or for any work performed prior to execution of contract.

4.5 Five Levels of Evaluation
All properly completed proposals will be reviewed by a selection committee. NAAC is in no way bound to accept the
lowest proposal and may reject any or all proposals received, at its sole discretion.
The following criteria shall be considered by the selection committee when evaluating proposals and it is suggested that the
Service providers keep these components in mind when responding to the RFP:


Satisfaction of Requirements mentioned in the RFP



Cost



Experience and References
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Technology understanding and using it to meet the objectives and improve the overall effectiveness of the system



Understand and demonstrate Security and Confidentiality, Performance and Scalability, and technology requirementof
the system

4.6 Revisions
In the event that it becomes necessary to revise this RFP, revisions will be made by issuing an addendum that clearly state
the changes. Changes to the RFP due date are at the sole discretion of NAAC.

4.7 Managed Cloud Services Agreement (MCSA)
If the service provider is awarded any business as a result of this RFP, they will be requiredto sign a PSA or MSA (Master
Services Agreement) for the provision of service.

4.8 Innovation Agreement
NAAC believes that during the course of work certain innovations might be generated and those are because of the work
being done on the new accreditation methodology and framework that is the property of NAAC. Therefore all the
innovations that are generated during the course of service provider’s engagement with NAAC after being awarded the
contract for this RFP will be the property of NAAC and the Service providers agrees to have no claim on the same.

4.9 RFP Intent
All service providers must declare their intentions to bid by emailing the given NAAC contact (section 4.0). The following
must be incorporated when declaring your intention: “(name of company) is in agreement with the terms/conditions of the
RFP and we intend to bid on the RFP by the required due date. I (name of contact) confirm that I am the person applying or
am an authorized representative of the company and I have the authority to make such an intention.”All intentions to bid
must be declared by the date referenced in section on “Timeline – Important Dates”.

4.10

Questions / Comments

The only acceptable method of requesting clarification on any aspect of the proposal/project is via an email to the
designated contact (section 4.0). All questions and/or comments must be submitted in one email (not in pieces or multiple
emails) by the due date indicated in section 4.1. Questions that are deemed inappropriate, unrelated to the scope of this
project and/or considered confidential will not be answered. NAAC is under no obligation to provide a specific reason for
not answering a question. NAAC will combine all questions (without indicating the specific name of the service provider
that asked the question) and provide answers in an aggregate manner. To improve the quality of responses, NAAC may also
restate questions.

4.11

Format

Attention of service providers is directed to the fact that failure to respond in the format as described below may result in
rejection of the entire proposal.
Only address the questions asked, and attach any additional information at the end of the RFP and title the section
“additional information”. Email the soft copy response to the contact name provided (section 3.1). All responses (soft
copies) must be received by the date and time listed in section 4.1. Valid response will consist of the following files in
Microsoft Excel, Word, PowerPoint and Adobe PDF format.
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4.12

Presentations

After an initial review of the responses, NAAC will invite specific service providers to present their offering to the
committee. Please note that providing a response to the RFP does not guarantee a presentation/meeting with the committee.
The initial presentation/meeting may be up to 3 hours in length. A specific agenda will be provided to all service providers
that have been invited to meet with the committee. The specific date/time will be communicated to you by the designated
RFP contact. In anticipation of receiving an invitation to present your offering, you are requested to keep the dates
listed in section 4.1 open.

4.13

RFP Contract

RFP Contact Point
Contact Channel
Single Point of Contact – name (Section
3.1)
Single Point of Contact – e-mail (Section
3.1)
Single Point of Contact – phone (Section
3.1)

4.14

Person / Contact Details
M. Arun, Administrative Officer, NAAC
arunnaac@gmail.com
+91 80_23005122 (desk)
+91 9632499931 (mobile)

Timeline – Important Dates

As published in tender
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5 Overview of the Opportunity
The section contains the purpose, scope and objectives of the hosting solution needed from the cloud services provider for
NAAC’s Online Assessment and Accreditation (OAA) system. The section describes in detail the elements of online
assessment and accreditation system and the revised accreditation framework. It then details the solution requirements and
the role of cloud service providers in the desired solution.
The response should present detailed description of the hosting solution for Online Assessment and Accreditation
System. The solution should include the overall deployment architecture with complete specification of systems and
services, additional services that will add value to the solution, processes involved in managing the virtual private
cloud, and the financial proposal with complete payment details.

5.1 Solution Requirements
NAAC’s primary goal is to make the assessment and accreditation process available to all stakeholders described in the
previous section 24X7 on 7 days a week. Due to changes in regulatory policies it has become a necessity for all higher
education institutions to assess their quality and get accreditation from government bodies such as NAAC. NAAC provides
institutional accreditation and assesses all the programs of the institution as well as the overall institutional capability. These
policies are creating the need for mechanizing the accreditation process and make it objective, transparent, robust with an
opportunity to improve the performance year on year.
The following diagram illustrates the overall team structure for BTR, IaaS services management, Application management
needed from NAAC, Software Solution M&E Provider (SSP), and the Cloud Services Provider (CSP):

NAAC’s
IT & Data Management
Team

Software Solution
Provider’s & NAAC’s
ADMS Team
NAAC’s Intranet

NAAC’s
Analytics
Team
Release
Version
Updates

Software Solution
Provider’s & NAAC’s
BTR, QA
Team
Download
Incremental Data

Internet

CSP’s
Cloud Technical
Architecture
Team
CSP’s
Cloud Operations, Admin
And Management
Team

NAAC’s Virtual Private
Cloud

CSP’s
Services Management
Team for NAAC project
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The basic requirements to be addressed by the solution are described here.
System capacity and volume
The load on the system is both due to end-user sessions as well as due to back ground processes that are executed when
events occur. The types of events are – a) user workflow based events, b) time-based events, c) message based events, and
d) system events and exceptions.
The following table describes the sessions and the load on the system:

Average number of HEIs which can be accredited in 3
months process cycle

2000

Average number of user sessions based on the processes and
roles involved to complete assessment of 500 HEIs in 3
months)

500

Average number of user sessions based on the processes and
roles involved to complete assessment of 500 HEIs in 3
months)

400,000

Average number of upload sessions

200,000

Average number of payment sessions

2500

Average number of notifications / alerts / reminders

10,000

Average number of Web Site sessions

30,000

Average number of support / help desk requests / responses

20,000

Total Sessions per month

700,000

Number of transactions/operations (assuming each session
has multiple queries, writes to database and execution of
controller logic - in 3 months)

3M

Average number of transaction / operations per day

35,000

Peak number of transactions / operations per day

70,000

Retention of documents is based on the data or document category and the following can be taken as the guideline for the
RFP:
a) The performance data of HEIs has to be retained for at least 5 years
b) EC data consisting of the performance summary of each institution is never deleted
c) AQARs of last 5 years are retained for each HEI
d) PTR, SSR, DVV, SSS, Inflibnet and IIQA reports are available during the 5 year assessment period
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e) The DVV data and other documents uploaded by HEIs during the assessment and accreditation processes are retained for
1 year after accreditation is done
f) The IMS data is purged once a year
g) The records of HEIs who havewithdrawn explicitly or did not respond during the A&A processes are kept at summary
level and the detail s are purged
h) Logs of alerts, notifications and reminders and workflow status are purged once the accreditation cycle is completed
Based on the policies stated above the following storage capacity requirements are envisaged for the OAA system:
a) Documents and indexes storage for 3 months – 1TB
b) Database size for 3 months – 125 GB
c) 1 year historical documents – 4 TB
d) 5 year database – 2.5 TB

Service Performance and response time
The average performance needed from the system is about 50 transactions / operations per second with a peak of
100 transactions / operations per second. The system is primarily an interactive system with many users waiting for
the system response. The average response time expected is 2 seconds or less for each operation. The operations
are primarily categorized as: user operations (such as edit form, save a form, view record or list, upload files, view
reports / forms, sorting and searching), system operations (send message, payment transaction, compute metric
value, compute score, upgrade SSR inputs and metric values, work assignment, select an assessor based on
matching criteria)

Scalability based on demand
NAAC OAA is a resource usage heavy system dealing with documents and PDF reports. The difference between
average and peak performance requirement and resource requirement is very high and a scalable model with a
business model that supports usage based billing is appropriate. The cloud environment should support on demand
provisioning of resources like CPU cores, Hard Disk and Main Memory.
The deployment model should use basic scalable unit for the Web and application middleware and use identical
servers. In case of failure of any server the performance should show graceful degradation allowing for quick
deployment of additional or alternative resources.
High Availability and continuity of services
Each user session is long and stateful where users are filling up the forms and uploading documents. Any
disruption in the service will cause heavy loss of work and inconvenience to the users. The system is not mission
critical but is dependent on many time based events and will need manual intervention in case of unforeseen
outages and outages for long periods. The system is expected to be running continuously and available at any hour
of the day and night. Cloud service providers who have a robust process of managing their data center using well
known methodologies like ITIL are preferred to ensure robust processes are followed in the operations of the data
center.
The system can be shut for monthly or quarterly scheduled maintenance. The maintenance includes updating
software versions or enhancing the hardware capabilities of the system. The following availability is expected from
the service provider:
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99.9% availability for the database server and the document server
99% availability for the web and application server
Security management
NAAC OAA system should be deployed behind a robust layer 7 firewall and should be protected from various
threats including spamming attacks, denial of service attacks, Trojan horse attacks, dictionary attacks etc. The
cloud service provider should provide anti-virus protection as well as encrypted storage and ensure the data is not
compromised to the system administration personnel.
The data and documents are secured behind a second level firewall and are accessible only from the application
server.
Disaster management
NAAC OAA system should be protected from natural disasters and disasters created from human factors. The
recovery time from a disaster should not be greater than half-a-day. The disaster recovery site should provide at
least 50% capacity with same performance characteristics.
The disaster recovery center should reside is expected to be in separate seismic zone and preferably in a different
state. The database should be 100% available except for the currently active sessions.
Data management
NAAC OAA system should support hot standby for the database server. Every transaction is updated on both the
servers and in case of failure of the primary DBMS server the secondary server should be able to take over without
any interruption in service.
The database has to backed-up every day and the differential is backed up every hour to ensure minimal loss of
data and state.
Data is also backed up to the NAAC on-premise servers once a week for running analytics and other big data
applications.
Managed services
NAAC expects the OAA systems are managed according to ITSM / ITIL standards and the hardware and software
versions upgrades are done in a planned non-disruptive way. The performance of applications is required to be
continuously monitored and the response time to correct and restore operations should be based on the priority and
the severity of the incident. The Cloud vendor team should work in close coordination with NAAC systems and
infrastructure team for managing the services.
The managed services include upgrades to anti-virus, ensuring backup and restore processes are done, the security
and other certificates are current and the software and hardware licenses are upgraded.
Service monitoring and management
NAAC OAA system services have to be monitored by NAAC systems and infrastructure management team. The
services monitoring system should be easy to use and training is available to NAAC team free of cost.
NAAC OAA system itself is upgraded on a continuous basis and new features are to be deployed. NAAC uses its
on-premise servers for building and testing the incremental services and deploy the new versions to the cloud as
per the schedule prepared by NAAC project management team.
NAAC deploys new online services on the current platform or onto a new platform. Integration of the new services
into the ISM model and the business model should be possible without incurring additional costs of integration.
Service integration
NAAC OAA integrates with several external service providers including the payment gateway, e-mail gateway,
SMS gateway. These services are basic for NAAC OAA and should be feasible at no extra cost. NAAC should be
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able to test 3rd party service provider integration before the integrated services are deploy onto the production
server. The integration should ensure the security and integrity of the production server is maintained.
Regulatory Policies
NAAC OAA should be hosted on data center in India and should be owned by a legal entity in India. The service
provider should be eligible for hosting gov.in domain services as per Apnic.net and Arin.net web site.
NAAC data should reside within the country and the server log should be submitted or available to NAAC for
auditing purposes on a regular basis.

The following diagram illustrates the basic deployment diagram and the bill of materials that constitute the solution:

Application /
Web Servers
(VMs)

IaaS Basic Services

Alfresco DMS
/ File Server

Monitoring
Audit Trail
Config
Management
Managed
Threat
Detection

Redis Cache /
Session
Servers

Notification
Identity &
Access
management
Infrastructure
Management
Backup &
Restore

PostgreSQL
DBMS Server
(Master)

PostgreSQL
DBMS Server
(Slave)

Disaster
Management

The following shows the basic scalable unit and the technical stack requirements:

Server
Web Server / Application
Server

Number of VM’s
2

Hardware Environment

Software Environment

16 Core, Intel 64-bit

Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS (64-bit)

16GB RAM

Open Stack (maintained
version – rocky / queens)

500 GB SSD
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Apache Tomcat 9.0
Laravel 5.5 LTS
PHP5.5.9
DBMS Server

2

16 Core, Intel 64-bit

Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS (64-bit)

16GB RAM

Open Stack (maintained
version – rocky / queens)

1 TB SSD

PostgreSQL 11.1
File Server (DMS)

1

4 Core, Intel 64-bit

Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS (64-bit)

16GB RAM

Open Stack (maintained
version – rocky / queens)

2TB SSD

Alfresco Community Edition
201806 GA
Cache / Session Server

1

16 Core, Intel 64-bit

Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS (64-bit)

16GB RAM

Open Stack (maintained
version – rocky / queens)

200 GB HDD

Apache Tomcat 9.0
Laravel 5.5 LTS
PHP5.5.9

The purpose of this RFP is to choose a partner agency that will support NAAC to achieve this goal.
The service providers are invited to propose to NAAC how they could provide such support. NAAC assumes that a service
provider is capable of providing an objective proposalfor hosting the OAA system. The proposal can offer alternatives with
various grades of service including IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) and PaaS (Platform as a Service).
NAAC reserves the right to award no business whatsoever as a result of this RFP.
NAAC has identified a few of key business drivers and solution/service imperatives for this initiative. As a part of the
response to this RFP, service providers should articulate their value proposition to address these, as detailed below.

5.2 Key Business Drivers


NAAC application should have a pan India reach with centralized and standardized operations using Cloud Services



Cost Effective and Certified IT services and Infrastructure management based on well-defined methodologies



Increase of NAAC’s customer satisfaction:


Use cloud business model for modernization and obsolescence management of hardware and software
infrastructure
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Perform service management and monitoring using well-defined service management methodologies for improved
efficiency of operation and performance, and high availability

Increase operational efficiency using best of the breed service providers rather than managing internal skills of staff


Certified Infrastructure and service provider



Focus shifted to high-value-added software architecture and application development, data analytics



Scalability and flexibility

Improvement of Control & Compliance:


Operations run using certified infrastructure and service management organization



Full responsibility over performance of systems and operations



Reliable and foolproof service management



Process improvements and quality management

5.3 Solution and Service Imperatives
In support of NAAC’s Key Business Drivers detailed in Section 5.3.1, a few solution and service imperatives are:


NAAC pays detailed attention to the architecture and design, integration, testing and releasing the OAA system
components. NAAC expects the service provider to detail and strictly adhere to the standards based service
management and infrastructure management methodologies.



NAAC will include a tracking and reporting functionality that will be monitoring KPIs related to time, quality and costs
of operations, as well as dashboards enabling analytics around outcomerealization.



NAAC intends to capitalize on both the know-how, as well as experience and skills of Service providers’ talents – hence
a thorough review of the architecture and design of the virtual private cloud with the capabilities of components of the
Service providers methodology as presented in Service provider’s proposal will be conducted.



Robust and reliable data center operations with the following capabilities: continuity of power and energy management
techniques used, physical security of the data center, secure data access and storage, redundancy of the equipment and
servers

5.4 Bid Evaluation


The weightage for the technical solution/qualification will carry 60%



The weightage for the financial bid will carry 40%.



The L1 will be decided by the aggregate scores obtained in the technical and financial bids.
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6 Service Provider Profile
Important Note:
If any service providers bidding for this RFP are ccurrent service providers toNAACplease mention it upfront.

6.1 NAAC Experience
6.1.1 Has your company signed a Master Service Agreement (or any other agreement) with NAAC or one of its
subsidiaries or affiliated agencies (either currently or in the past)? If yes, please provide start date and end date of the
contract, description of the contract scope and the names of the contacts that executed the contract.
6.1.2 If you do not have a contract with NAAC or one of its subsidiaries or affiliated agencies, do you currently (or in
the past) provide or have provided any ad hoc products/services to NAAC or one of its subsidiaries or affiliated agencies?
If yes, please provide the main contacts that you coordinate (d) with and the main products/services provided.

6.2 Service Provider’s Information for Companies
6.2.1

Number of years your organization has been in business under its present business name .

6.2.2

Other names or former names under which your organization operated.

6.2.3

List any parent, subsidiary, and/or associated companies that you have.

6.2.4

Identify and describe any mergers or acquisitions made by your company in the last three years for companies.

6.2.5

Enclose audited statements of accounts for the last 3 years.

6.3 Legal Proceedings
6.3.1 Are there any judgments, claims, arbitration proceedings or lawsuits pending or outstanding against your
organization or its officers?If yes, please provide explanation of the circumstance.
6.3.2 Has your organization filed any lawsuits or requested arbitration with regard to any contracts within the last five
years. If yes, please provide explanation of the circumstance.
6.3.3 Has your organization or any of its officers or owners ever been convicted of a crime or are they presently the
target of any criminal or administrative investigation? If yes, please provide explanation of the circumstance.
6.3.4 In case of default by the service provider to provide requisite services, penalty as per rules will be levied. The
details will be provided in the PSA.

6.4 Clients
6.4.1 Pertaining to the RFP, please list the specific number of clients you havesupported or have been supporting in
cloud services that might be similar to the work as stated in the RFP especially in the education sector. Describe the services
provided for these clients and furnish the references.
6.4.2 If awarded this contract, where would NAAC fall in terms of your client list based on annual revenue? (i.e. top 10,
top 20 etc.).
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6.5 Workforce
6.5.1

Please detail the size of your company workforce (either full or part time or contractor).

6.5.2 Please detail your annual employee staff turnover figure as a percentage of your total employee numbers. Please
exclude any contractors and temporary workers.
6.5.3 NAAC believes that since this work entitles data and services specific to Higher Educational Institutions and their
functioning and, it is important for the Service providers to have the following skills and Service providers is therefore
required to indicate a few such profiles who will be assigned to this project
6.5.3.1

Program / Services Manager with impeccable integrity

6.5.3.2

Ability to understand the architecture and design of the OAA system

6.5.3.3

Ability to perform application management and managed services according to the ITSM / ITIL methodologies

6.6 Market Positioning
6.6.1

Please share key attributes that distinguish your organization from the competition.

6.6.2 Identify any products/services that represent more than 10% of total annual revenues and indicate what percentage
of revenue each product/service accounts for.

6.7 Insurance & Indemnification
Please detail your insurance coverage in support of the services outlined in the scope of this RFP – your proposal should be
accompanied by evidence of coverage.

6.8 Supplemental Questions
6.8.1 What awards and recognition has your company received? Has your company or received any awards specific to
cloud services / hostingoffering?
6.8.2 Are your services ISO / ITSM / ITIL (or any other) certified? Provide timing and type of certification. Please
provide a copy of your most recent certification or audit certificate.
6.8.3 Please attach with your submission a suitable template Service Level Agreement that is currently in use with other
clients and you believe would be suitable for NAAC in meeting its vision as set out in this RFP. This will be reviewed as the
basis for discussion at a later date should your bid progress to further discussions.
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7 Commercial Pricing
General information


The contract will be for 3 years from the date of execution of the order.



The prices quoted will remain the same throughout the contract period



Prices quoted should be excluding taxes.



‘Operate’term for the services and support following awarding of the contract to the selected Service providers.



Pricing should be in Indian Rupees.

Setup Costs
The proposed Service providers should clearly identify the setup costs by resource for providing the hardware and software
platform with managed services. The costs should be as inclusive as possible and reflect the size and complexity of the
proposed scope and coverage including tools.
Operate Price
The operate price should be at the minute level for each component of system or service. The following should be identified,
separately:




Cost of application server factoring the following:


CPU and cores – basic cost, scalable unit and cost



RAM – basic cost, scalable unit and cost



SSD – basic cost, scalable unit and cost



Connectivity and network infrastructure – Load Balancer, Bandwidth



Security – Firewall services



Backup and restore services



Anti-virus services



Data replication services



Disaster management and recovery



High availability of application servers, database servers, and DMS servers



Value-added services relevant to the requirements stated in the scope

Any elements which are not considered to be included in the cost per resource proposal. NAAC wishes to assess a
comprehensive fee proposal.

Earnest Money Deposit (EMD)
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Application Fee

EMD amount and Application Fee to be remitted online:

NAME: Director, NAAC
BANK: CORPORATION BANK
ACCOUNT NUMBER: CLSB 520141000295732
IFSC CODE: CORP0002144
MICR CODE: 560017060

Cost Proposal
The cost proposal should take in consideration all the costs including the above setup costs, operational cost and consulting
costs of the staff (total time and material costs)


Cost



Quote for the pricing should include the indicative effort required for the requisite service based on the Service
providers’ prior experience. Please assume the deployment model described in Section 5.



The total costs based on the individual resource costs including the managed services should be stated



Please include the suggested payment terms for the services provided, that will be negotiated by NAAC and finalized at
the negotiation phases



Estimated cost of the bid 2 lakhs INR/month.



The quoted price should be exclusive of mandatory taxes



Statutory deduction as applicable will be made from all payments

Financial bid format
The service providers are required to provide a cost structure based on the RFP requirements for Cloud services as
enumerated in Sections 2 and 5. The service provider is required to understand the cost quoted below include of all the cost
as indicated above. If any cost is outside the scope of the rates quoted, those need to be clearly indicated.
1.

Per component rate for each component in IaaS solution

2.

Per person rate for managed services

The service provider is required to submit rate for providing the resources for managed services per person hour, per person
day and per person month.
3.

Service cost
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NAAC assumes that some of the services as basic services which are usually bundled with overall IaaS service. The
proposal should clearly specify the bundled services when mentioning the rate for each service. The following basic services
should be considered for costing the services:


Backup and restore services



Data replication / download services



Disaster recovery services



High Availability services for database server



Security services including Firewall services and anti-virus / managed security services



Network and scalability services



Infrastructure monitoring and management services



Disaster management



Infrastructure management services

REFERENCES
Please provide two client references whose scope of work is similar to that described in this RFP. Each client reference
should include the information requested below. It is in your best interest to provide customers who are similar to NAAC’s
size and service expectations.


Company Name



Industry



Description of product/services provided



Contact name, address, phone, email



Company procurement contact (if different from the above named contact)
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8 ANNEXURE: Financial Bid Letter
To,

The Director,
NAAC,
Jnana Bharathi Road, Nagarbhavi,
Bengaluru -560072

Subject:Selection of Cloud Service Provider for NAAC Online Assessment and Accreditation Services

RespectedSir,
Reference:RFPNo:<RFP REFERENCENUMBER>
We,theundersignedService providers,havingreadandexaminedindetailalltheRFP documentinrespectofSelection of Cloud
Service Provider for NACC Online Assessment and Accreditation
Services,doherebyproposetoprovidetheservicesasspecifiedintheRFPdocumentnumber<RFP
REFERENCENUMBER>alongwiththefollowing:

1.

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

2.

PRICEANDVALIDITY

3.

2.1

AllthepricesmentionedinourRFP responseareinaccordancewiththetermsasspecified in theRFP
documents.Alltheprices andotherterms and conditionsofthisRFP
responsearevalidforaperiodof180calendardays from thedateofopeningofthe financial bids.

2.2

We are an Indian Firm and do hereby confirm that our prices are exclusive of all taxes. However, all the
statutory taxes will be paid as per regulations.

RATES

Wehaveindicatedintherelevantschedulesenclosed,theper personratesas well as per Higher Education Institution
forthepurposeofonaccountofpaymentaswellasforpriceadjustmentincaseofanyincreaseto/decreasefromthescopeofworkunderth
econtract.

4.

DEVIATIONS

We declare that all the services shall be performed strictly in accordance with the RFP documents.

5.

RFP PRICING

We further confirm that the prices stated in our bid are in accordance with your terms included in RFP documents.
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6.

BID PRICE

We declare that our Bid Prices are for the entire scope of the work as specified in the RFP.

7.

CONTRACT PERFORMANCE SECURITY DEPOSIT

We hereby declare that in case the contract is awarded to us, we shall submit the EMD amount in the prescribed format.
We hereby declare that our bid is made in good faith, without collusion or fraud and the information contained in the bid is
true and correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
We confirm that no Technical deviations are attached here with this financial offer.

Thankingyou,

Yoursfaithfully,

(SignatureoftheService provider)
Name:
Designation:
Seal
Date:

Place:
BusinessAddress:
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